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  VOcabulary aequisition irrvolves long"term dovelopmental process. Ndte that 'psyclnlirguists

haye focused most frequently on the prdblems of PhonoIQgy and syTitax, tut not smmtios The

prcblem of the aequisition of mear]ing is very complex, since it irTvoives ccgnitive develomentJ

Children acquire productive use of many werds between t'he ages･of two and' six.This paper is

concerned primarily with the,review and .discussion of pinviOus studies of the order of

vocabulary .acquisition by Engligh---$peaking children. ' . ,, ,' 'i--

                                                tt
I. The order ofi'acquisition of relational terms''･,. ; "'

1. ･ Dimensional adjectives

(a) Most general terms 〉 least general terms

         , - t･ ,- l,-"-.-
t Ctmsiderable' research･into･sernantic'deVeloptntnt Of pairs of dimensiOnai relatiorni- adjectives

has revea1ed that there-is a.consisterit order'in theiri-acquisition. Marry'simies have fourri an

almnst identica1 order, frcm' the easiest to the hardes't- :big-little(small)i, tal'l･--short, lo' ng'

 .
shOrt.' high--' low, i･ wide-narrozvi' thick-thin, deop-shallow'(Donaldson arri W2aies .1970 ; E. '･

Clark 1972 ; Brewer'and"Stcne 1975'; Bartlett･1976) .:. Clarlc:prQposed the' Semantic'1leature･

Hypothesis (SFH) to'accnmt for the weli--e$tablished orderirg of spatial adjectives (E.'Clark

:1973 ; H. Clark 1973) '. Clarkrs SFH proposes that young children learri the memings of

words' featue by feature, and that. they･acqui're the meanings of tbe samtically simpler

terms before the sernantically more complex ones.'-According,to the,･SFH, the,･relative

-semantic.ccmplexity affects''the' order of aequisition'.' The simplest pair. 'big･-little(small)

is acquired first,-followed･by graduallY more complex,onesi. This pair is the
most･ used by children aged abcut 3S years (E. Clark 1973:10s),'The most ge-

neral big-little(small) can refer to overall size, with the fetvest constraints on

its ･ use. tThus, big-li'ttle(small) can be used to mean the more .specialized dimen,-

sional･ pairs (E.･Clark 1972; Brewer and Stone 1975),E.'Clark accounts for this

                           ttphehdmenon(1973, R93): '

   The data on'dimmsional tem)s can alsb be represented in tetms of' components of meari-
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     ing known by the child at different stages in the acquisition process. Big is substi---

     tuted for other urTnarked dimensional terms because it is specified (like thcm) as +

    Dimension(3)and +Pblar. but the child at this.stage has not yet wotked out

    bowrrur!y dimensidns are necesSarily presupPosed by the other terms such as

    long and taza. He has yet ,t9 differentiate between the dimensional properties of

    linearity, su.rface, and volume'. While big si{.p. ply aFplies to three dimensions, tall is

    more complex jsince it supposes that all three dimensions are present, and then

    talks about one specific dimension : + Vertical. The child appears to learn first

    the feature of dimensionality, then, later on,Lhe specifies further what kind of

    dimensionality he is talking about; for instance, vvhether the dimension is+Vertical as

    in tall'er higi2, or-Vkertical as in long, deeP, far, etc.' ' '"

                                                ti t -                                               t-  Clark(1972) found that big was treated as a synonym for the unmarked adjec-

 tives and small(or little)'was uSed to cover the matked'member of each adjec-

 tive pair. She relies on the wotk ofLBierwisch(1967).Big-small means [Phy$ical

  extent], while the other adjectives refer to the･particular dtmension. Since･

  thiek-thin, wide-narrow, and deeP-shallow require the child to identify a sim-

 ple dimension that is secondary, they are more complex than tall-short, long

 -short, and highVozv. ' ･
                                                         "I.ri t

 (b) Positive terms〉negative terms ' "
                                           -j                                      '   Pimensional adjectives consist of unmarked (or positive) -marked (or negative)

 pairs. Previous studies (Donaldson and Balfour' 1968 ;.Donaldson and Wales.1970;

 E. Clark ･1971;Klatzky, et al.1973･; Palermo lg73i.1974),shovv that preschool

g,huege?hol2a,'x,,2he,,w,gr,g.Z'5,Bgfogs,'.ths,,w%'S,,･'l';.ic;,g"'g.,Be,fO,re,,;41r,t,･6f,"S,'･,

SFH that positive or unmarked terms, are acquired before negative or marked

 te rms      . Superiority of positive t terms to negative terms can be explained by

soipe reasons. E. Clark (1973) offers an explanation, following H. Clark (1970).

First, the positive.direction along the dimension serves as･the name of ･the

dimension(e. g. ,.Iong--length,high-height･, etc). The positive-pole term can

be used both mminally (e. g.How tall is she? she is six .feet tall.) and ccEntrastively

 (e. g. SVire is tall. ),wiiile the negative (or marked .), term haszonly a -

contraStivd sense (e.･g..She is short). H; Clark's.hypothesis iiS that children

first.Iearn the nominal･'meaning of antonym pairs.･Second.; the positive･

term, whichTindicates the extended-end of dimension', will serve as
the best instance of that dimension. Also, the frequency of positive
terms is greater in adult speech than that of positive terms. Therefore,,positive

(or umarked) terms are acquired before negative (or marked) terms Hbwever
some of the findings that have been reported so far challenge the generality'

 '
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 of C!ark's principle on polarity difference. Bartlett(1976) argues against it,

 cSohil61)lienrgpatrhtlll Chi!qren dO not acquire [+poi] features prior to their [-poi]

 (c) Dimensionality v.s, polarity

According to the SFH, semantic features are acquired in order from most
general to least general, which suggests that childr' en will learn dimensional

 features befpre polqr features. The polar feature specifies which end 'of the

dimension is being referred to.Thus, children might confuse polar opposites,
 not knowing their' pglarity,and high and lozo would hot be differentiated1' ,

However, some findings show that 'ehildren confuse, the dimensions,not Polar--

 ity, i. e. they seem to'acquire polar features before dimensional features.

(Kuczaj and Maratsos 1975;Brewer' and Stone' 197s;Bartlett 1976). In Brewer

 and Stone, the most common error by the children was to point to the object

 representing the same polarity as the word requested. For examp!e,when
 they were told to' touch the 16w object, they pointed to' the thin cme, not the

 high one. Their errors confused t'he dimensions,not polarity. Carey (1978)

 a!so s'ees [±pol] as an early acluisition. Carey also proposes that poiarity

 is acquired before dimensionalitM.pointing out:"This explanation of why po-

 larity might be more learnable than dimensionality depends upon the child's

mastery of the syntax of comparative 'constructions and of the lexia' 1 entries

 for big and little prior to his acquisition of the specialized Spatial adjec-'

  FUrthermore, Carey questions` the Clark's view of the nature of the child's

 lexical' entries. Carey.feels that "`immature lexical efitries for spatial

 adjectives might contain information about some particular objects to which

 each adjective applies"(p.286).

 2. Antonympairs , ･.' ' -
   Before going on to each of the pairs of polar antonyms more qnd less,.

 same and di.1;ferent, before and afier in detail, it should be noted that the
 findings'of Previous studies demonstrate that children acquire positive .terms

 likd more,same, before prior to negative dterms like less,di.IYerent, ofter.

Also, they show a strong tendency to treat negative polar ' terMs as if they
                                          .meant positive polar ones. ' '                                         '
(a) Mb2e and.less

                                             -
                   '  In several studies of more and less(Donaldson and Balfour 196s; Palermo

 1973, 1974), children appeared to interpret less as if it meant more, though
 they appeared to understand more correctly. Donaldson and Balfour dealt with

                                     -r 19 '-
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   three,-and four-year-olds'comprenens.i.on of more and less. When they were

  asked either "`.Which tree has. more lapples?" or ttWhich tree hasi less apples?"

   they consistently chose the one with the greater amount,i. e. the one which,

  had more apples. Also, when asked tb"make it so there is less in here"
                                                                            '  they consistently added. This indicates that they understood more 6brrectly･'

  and un,derstood less as if it meant more. In dealing with･ these results E.

                                         - t)  Clarkgi973b) points .out .that a non,-lingui'stic strategy would 6ontribute,to .the

  child's actual performance.. with more and les-s, at the stage both words are

  confused. She .argued tl?4,t the positive more should 6e cognitively simpler thari the

  negative less, because the nQn--linguistic strategy of ,choosing the object'with

  the greater amo.unt prcl)al)ly forms. the basiS for "the child'S. Iinguistic hy:

  potbesis. abo-ut, the feature E+1blar] "(Rlso) and '`tcoincides'w`ith the r6ai-mean-

  ing gf more" (p.lso). Thus,.because of a pri"ori'preference for the greater .

  amount,he has [+,Pol.ar]as well as the initial feature' [+Amount], and gets '

 more -right and less,wrong. E. Clar,k ,.points out that at the last stage,m'ore

 and l.ess wil! ,be distingui$hed.However,Care.y(1982)provides the more and

 less findings withHdiif.ergnt interpretaions from those of ihe SFH. She argues

  :"This order of agqu,isition providqs no support for component-by-component`

 acquisitign , because ,it is not- pr.edicted by rela,tive g'omplexity of 'the terms.

 The.less in `which has less?' is, ng mo;e cgmplex than thg".mo,re,1'n'Which

 has more?'....Presymably,.the gbild hears more in'"its comparative use mu6h

 mgrq oft en .tha.n he hgars less "(R 364), Al s.o , Atk inson (1982 , pp. 80 -82) ''

 pomts out that certain aspects of Clark's interpretation of' the resuits are
7s,eg.ti2",abth2i. E,･h.c.'&i's ,,(Ag,,z3 lp,R,?o tllb), s. .aii, tea,l,at,gh,-z,i- x･rss.,;tais ･ ,rrgr1,th?.-

 nal non--pomp4rative.sense.Atkinson ,4rgues that there is a problem with''1

 the'proposed non-comparative use of more at the first st'age and With the
 mtion of markedness witich is the hasis of the SFH ekplanatidn. He oonci'rrl,ed"that the SFH

 suffers from a defect vvhen acoounting for the acquisition of more and le-ss(R 82). '

  .

 (b)' Stzme and dij723rent; ･ ' ,.i .
        .t -.I :-  Donaldson and Wales.(1970) reported similar results. In their experiment,

 the sorting task was carried. out in which fotir sets of ina'terial, common

objects such as toothbrushes,cgrctps,etc. (sets I and III) ahd formal' geometr'ical'

2gi:,;･il ,S8,`i ,l,i' ,a.'g ,:V,g,,w,e,r ,ti";.e%,L," s;,te,,l, as.1.,g:ls ,lo･//p, 1"id.fg･lowr,, wti;irs

derstood correctly, di.iSferent was understood as thpugh it meant'same ' ･'J
Given the instructionst`Give me one that is the same in some way" a'

nd'`Give
me one that is different in some way",p;eschool children nearlY all picked

objects which were the same, m,aking no distinction between the two instructions.

                                    -- 20 -
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                                                               '
Both same and di.1:ferent were taken to mean same. E. Clark proposes that the

same and di.1:irerent'findings will' also be interpreted by her general princi--'

Slintii6a?eaitnurtehse o¥Obroethangoridegi. reSUits, thoug.h she does not ciarify the se-

                              i-(c) Boj2)le and cijZei', .. ･ -

 'Similar`results werd:obtained in''a study by Clark(1971) on the child's

comprehenSion of the 'temporal'conjUnctions before arxl after. The- results

showed children understand'before prior to after. Furthermore, chi!dren appear

to go through a stage where they interpret ofter as if it meant before.
Before and ofter'' ate characterized asi･positive' and negative (E. Clark i973)'.

In the compreh`ensidn task;'she required forty children aged3;O to 5;O to

act out sentencesi irivolving before and ofter,using farm animals.Clark presen-

                       'ted, them JWith sentences such As:''''- '' l

               t;'- i t t' tf                            '  (1) 'He jumped the gate before he patted the dog. ･' ;' ･
  (2) Before he patted the dog, he jumped the gate. . - ,
  (3) He patted the dog after he jumped the gate,..
  (4) After he jumped the gate,he patted the'dogl'` ''iii l
                                                       t/                                                      '                                            t-
                                                         '
                                           r-She noticed a preference for describing events in the order in which they
actually occurred.It was found that children consistehtly responded correctly

to (1) and (4),while responding incorrectly to(2) and(3),using an order of meption
st'rategy,that is,whatever isii entioned first happensi first.Also, perfor:'

mance･was better on' the befor'e-sentenCes(1) and･(2)'than 6n' the 'sentences- '''

with after (3) and (4). 'IEhe following order of 'difficulty from eaSiest to ･'

hardest was found:m,(4), (2),(3) (E. Clark 1971).Clark found four stages
 in the child' ren's comprehension of before and after. At･ the first･ stage',

children understbod･･neither -word, and ･simply-･ responded on the basis of an

order of 'mentioh st'arategy. They regarded the first clause as describing the

first event, and･the second clause;as a description of the- second event.

Therefore, the children apparently comprehended (1) and (4). At stage IIa.

without regard to the position of before, children understood before,but not

after. The lexical entry for before iS now Complete. Afterwas stiil in-
tefpreted according to the' order-of-mention strategy. For stage IIb, children

interpretdd before correctly, and treated after as if it meant before. In

other words, children consistently acted dut.all utterances containing before･

correctly, and after-utterances incorrectly. Finally at stage III, children

distinguished before from after and consistently understood both correCtlY. '

In disctissing her results, E. Clark (1971) proposed, first, that the correspond-

                    '
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   ence between order of mention apd order of occurrence. is important for'the

   comprehension of the sentences with before and' ofteza That is, sentences

   vvhich preserve' the actual order. of' occurrence of ,the two events

   described are easier than those which reverse the order of events

   (E. Clark 1971;Johnson 1975). Second, she proposed that befbre is,
  mastered first because before is simpler in terms of semantic 'features '
                                                                        '  and is the positive member of the pair. Clqrk originally treated the order
  of acquisiiion of before･and after in terms of the semantic features.Her

  analysis (1971)suggests that the meaning;of these･words. can be repr,esented

  in terms of the features [time]., [simultqneous], and [prior]. First,the

  child learns: that the two words pe.rtain to time E+Time]...Second,if he

  learns that before is + Time and -Simuitaneous, he will interpret before

  correctly. I'f,he has･ realized ofter is also+Time and7.Simultapeous, he will

 misinterpret it. FinallY-Prior is acquired and .the child treats the two ･

 words as having contradictory meanings. Clark.(1971, p. 273) says the words

  before and ofter are composed of the fo11owing features:

                             '       a)before[-+.+pTtit/2oueritangoui ` " '

   , b) afte.r [IT;it/foiitafieousl] ･ ' 'i'

                          - .- t-t She states that the･components are hierarchically related to each other. The

 first component which dominates the others is time:+Time. The superordinate

 component+Time dominatcs±Simultaneous, apd-Simultaneous:dominates ±Priorl
 According to the SFH, before is simpler than after because .the mea,ning of

 ofter is specjfied with an additional negative feature. Clark's 〈1973.b) study

 in?roduced a further concept of non-linguistic strategy into,the discussion.

 In a sentence･ The boy jumPed the.fence .after he Patted the dog, children

make an assumpti.on that the order･of mention always reflects the actual

 grder. A Priori non-Iinguistic strategy of describing events in the order

 m which they occurred could account for the child'.s reliance qn order of

 mention m' interpreting before-sentences and ofter,7sentences.. ･ ･
  Some research raised questions about the.Clark's interpretation of her results

of the before and ofter studies..Amindon and C.arey(1972) challenged her.

 interpretation, and suggested that order of mention is mot a dominant strategy,

for 5--year--olds in interpreting temporal,orde' r information. In their experi-
ment,children aged s;4 to 6;3 successfully performed on commands containing

the temporal adverbsJ Jfirst and last. For, exEur;ple, they easily interpreted ,,

 .
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commands" such as Movea blue Plane first;move a red Plane last,but they
had difficulty with sentences like Move a blue Plane before yov move a red

plane.Amindon and Carey offered an explanation to this precedence of first

and last over' before and after. They claimed that the young child's difficulty

with before and after was due to difficulty with the subordinating syntax.

Furthermore, their command'procedure in which sentences instructed children

 (a second-person agent) to perform two identical actions was in contrast

 to the Clark's task instructing them(a third･-person agent) tO perform

 two different actions. When they were given the command, "Move a blue

plane before you move a red plane", children would only move a blue plane,

simply ignoring the subordinate Clause. The preponderance of omissions of
subordinate clause led Amindon and Carey to prcpose that s-year.-olds rely on a main--

clause-subordinate-clause strategy,namely ignoring the subordinate clause in

interPreting the sentenbes with before and after. 'Ihey state the results demonstrate

that 5-yearK)lds focus on 'the main clause regardless of clause order, rather

than on order of mention,as proposed by E.Clark. ' .
   Johnson's tasks repeated the Clark(1971)and the Amindon and Carey pro-
cedures in order to clarify the discrepancies between the findings of C!ark

and Amindon and Carey. She also administered a command procedure, in which
each sentence instructed two different actions. The results' indicated that

differences in children's (aged 4;2 to s';2) responses based on order of men--

tion strategies and main-subordinate clause strategies might result from dif-

ferences in the tasks' . Johns6n pointed out that t`omissions reflected ambiguity
in the linguistic structure of'  commands. Thus, the eft'ect of main--subordinate

relatiops was con,founded w.ith directness of.corrmand" (p. 88). In all three

tasks, performance was superior on sentences ln which order of mention and

order of occurrence corresponded, but no difference in the frequency of errors

in comprehension of. before apd ofter was found.
   Before and .after can also. be use,d as prepositions. Are befbre and ofter

used as prepositions before they are used as subordinating conjunctions ?

Coker's (1978) findings offer an answer to this question., Using kindergartners

and first graders, Coker found that before and after were first acquired as

prepositions, and then as subordinating conjunctions. Two prepositional tasks

and one subordinate clause task were designed. For the first prepositional

task,the child was asked a question like "What did I show you before/after

the X ?"
 For the second prepositional task,the child vyas asked a question !ike ttDid

I show you the X before the Y or after the Y?"The children were r.e-
quired to act out the events in the proper order, as iri previous studies. It

was suggested by Coker's experiment that a syntactic factor seemed to

-- 23 -
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    mteract with a semantic factor. The results show that there seem to be two
    strategies that children may adopt in comprehending before and after used

    as subordinating conjunctions, that is,(1) a syntactic strategy,main･--clause-

･ first strategy of always acting out the main clause first(Amindon and Carey'

   1972 ) ,    . . and (2) a semantic strategy in which order of mention of the events
   is'interpr.eted to reflect the actual order of occurrence of the events

    (E. Clark 1971;Johnson 1975). ':' '
      Then, v(then is a partiqp,lar strategy used ? Coker suggests that task

   requirement variables seem to affect it, saying-: '`When the child is made ,
   aware of both claus'es, the order-of-mention strategy occurs more often

   than the syntactic strategy,... With no hint to pay attention to both clauses

   the syntactic strategy is more prevalent"(p. 274). Contrary to previous '

           ,Coker's findings provide no evidence that befbre is learned before   research

   g.fifer, contradicting Clarkls principle. that the positive aspect of a fehture

   is acquired,before the negative .aspect. It was found that there does,not

   seem to be a consistent acquisition order between before and ofter. ･Th6refore,

   she concludes that some children seem to･learn the positive term first while

   others seem to'learn the negative te-rm .first ' '
                                                 .     In general,in testing children's comprehension of beforeand ofter, we

  should be careful about requiring them to process sentences that involye

            -t  many cognitive operations which overload their working memory. Tanz(1980)
  suggests that syntactic obstacles wiiich require chil  glXteasIovei sequence of events/pictures" ('p. 4s) shdoruenid tbOe"rCOemmmovietd.t:ItilllzeM-

                                     '                                                                      :                                                                               -    E)ven if they do understand the sentences,they need to be able to remember

    the order of the events described by rote memory"..
    children's earliest knowledge of before and ofter' such obstaclesTghoj?dP be

    rfmoved,perhaps by questioning them about the order of events in real'--life

 ' circumstanoes wiiere temporal drder has significance                                                       For example: (ls)
    What do you do before you come t6 school?'(16)What do you do

    after you ccme'to school? (p. 4s) .
 3. Deictic terms ' '' ' ''                                      '
  ..The relative complexity of word meanings appeaf's to be a major deter-
 illh?.isnSthfaa:t,Orhe;en/tthheerOer,decromOef/agCqoU.,iSitriinng/oftadkeelctic terms 1ike I/]ou, i

 (a) Pronouns I/you, and demonstratives and locatives this/that and he2e/theze

    De Villiers and de Viliiers (lg74) investigated both comprehensioh` and-

 production of the following.pairs of words:I/ptou,this/that, here/there, in ''
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 front of;/behind. According to the de Villiers anaiysis,I/ptou,this/that,

 and here/there are produced accdrding to the speaker's 'perspective.

 Correct comprehension of these terms ' requires the listener' td adopt the
 speaker's point of view. Ifor the corrprehension of in front of/behind,

 however, they state that･no shifting'of perspective is required. In the de

 Villiets study, the relatively simpler pair-I/you was'the easiest to acquire,

 and only later the meanings of this/that and here/there were worked out.
 I/ptou is the simplest since it does not'involve any distance rule,though

 it requires a switch from the sPeaker's point of v.iew to the listener's.

But children have difficulty in learning this/that,here/there becuse they

 depend on an implicit standard of distance as well -as individual viewpoints

 for their production and comprehension, They r'eport that since chi!dren incor-

 rectly interpret in front of/behind as. if they were stated from the speaker's

point of view, in front of/behind was the most difficult pair.

(b) Deictic verbs of motion: bbme/gol and bn'ngltake"

   Motion verbs also involve deictic components in their meaning;.i.e. compo･-

nents of person deixis,' place deixis, and time deixis, too. Tanz(1980)
`states that the Semantic and -Pragmatic differences between persortal pronouns'

and the other deictic'terms may explain some of the'deiay in learning the

other deictic''terms.-Tanz's experiments report the order of･acquisition of

categories of deictic terms〈p. 14s):''･ '

    (1) P.ersonal pronouns':I/you/he

    (2) in back of/in front of - ..-
    (3) this/that, here/ihere

                                  '    (4) come/go', bbling/take ･･ ･･
                                       -                            tt                                                       '         '                                             '                                                      '                                                                     '                                                '
Com'e/go and bring/tak'e are governed by particulary complex rules. Clark

and Garnica's(1974)study-showed 'that even the 9-year-olds were,not consist-

ently correct on these motion-verbs. In their'comprehension task, children

 (5-;6-9;s) were asked to'identify' the speaker or the addressee of utterances

with conte/go and bring/take. The results indicated the youngest children

appeared't'o understand -come and bring,but not go and take.'They suggested

that children go through several stages:(a) "they identify both speaker and

addresSee with the goal of the motion";(b)' "they identify only the addressee

with the goal";(c)"they identify the addressee of go with the goal,but are
otherwise' correct";(d) t'they give adult--like responses" (p. 559). The production

data of Richatds'(1976) showed that bring and talee are acquired later thari

the pair conze/go.
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  4. Spatialprepositions
                          '    By the age of 1 or 12･1-- years, children already have"a great deal of general

  knowledge about objects and their possible relation in space, e.g..containers

  versus supporting surfaces. Clark(1973b)included non-linguistic strategies as

 well as feature'acquisition in accounting for,the children's performance on

 prepositions. Clark(1973b,1975)･argues that the order of acquisition of spatial

 prepositions seemsto be affected by childr'en's a Priori general knowledge of

 spatial relations and the..non-lingtiistic, strategies they derive from it.

 Brown (1973)report's that in, on are usually the first prepositions young

 children produce in English. Clark (1973b:ls9) postulates that the two hier-

 archically ordered rules about spatial relations play a role in their working

 out of the meanings of prepositions like in, on and vnder. ' '

     Rule1:If Y is a container, put X in the container
                                                            .     Rule2:If Y has a supporting gurface,put X on the surface.

 She $tates rule]precedes rule-2 since children always seem to treat containers

 as contamers, not as surfaces, even if, a supporting surface is also presented.

 Clark asked children aged 1;6 to 5;O to t`put X in/on/under Y'The results

 suggested that they resorted to non-linguistic strategies based on rules 1and

 2 prior to, and during, the acquisition･ of the locative prepositions in, on, and
 under. Evenllr-year-oids appeared to understand in correctly all the time

 (by applying rule1) and appeared to tmderstand on only with supportifig
surfaces(by rule 2)and never .understand under(by rules 1 and 2). Thus,Clark

offers experimental eviden.ce that the order of acquisition of the prepositions

w.ag first in, then,on, and then vnder. This order of acquisition of the pr'epo-

gitions .seems to be the reverse of what H. Clark's(lg73)hypothesis would predict:

zn,on mstead of on, in. Further, at certain points in development, on and ecnder

w.ere taken to mean' in, and later under to mean on. On was treated as in ･
whenever Y was a container, while under was also interpreted as if it meant

in whenever Y .had a supporting surface and was not a container. However,more

compiex prepositions appear to be acquired later than prepositions like-in, on,

and under. In the case of instructions with more complex prepositions like below
                                                                               'between,'or in front of,3-and 4-year--olds relied on their earlier strategies

base.d on rules 1 and 2. When they were requesed to put X in fTont of Y,

they would put X'on Y(E. Clark 197s). Thus,childlen continue to resort
to these same non-1inguistic strategies whenever they do mt understand new words in93).

  Children seem to prefer contact between objects. In Clark's (1973b)study

children always put two objects in contact when they put one object in or on

another. They moved one object toward, not away from another. Therefore,
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H.& E. Clark(1977,p. 504) predict that, according to this preference for making

two objects touch, to,into, onto will be learned before from,out of, oflle re-

spectivety.

   However the resu!ts and interpretation Wilcox and Palermo (1975)present are

in contrast to those of Clark(1973b). They report different evidence that all

three age groups(children aged 1;6-3;O) performed better with on than in,and

except for the youngest age grou'p performance on ecnder was equal to or su-

perior to on in. Performance with under tended to improve with age. Wilcox and

Palermo raised questions about the SFH about the ,acquisition of word meaning.

They argued that the meaning of in, on,and under is probably not acquired

feature by feature like dimensional adjectives,and found no evidence that the

children applied the ordered rules proposed by Clark in the case of the
incongruent context. The children's performance relied on most normal contextual

relationship. Therefore, they concluded t･hat young children's comprehension of the

locative prepositions in,on, and under is,                                            `tat least in part, contextually

determined"(g 4). '

II. Basic-level terms and verbs

1. Basic-level terms

   Rosch et al (1976) categorised concrete nouns as "superordinate ",'`basic" or
tt subordinate" in several experiments. They report the results that basic-level

terms are learned before more general t'superordinate" or more specific-level

"subordinate"terms,demonstrating that, in taxonomies of concretete objects,

basic categories are the most inclusive categories and the earliestnamed by

children. Therefore, they suggest that since they carry the most information,thesr

are the most necessary in language. Table1 will provide us Japanese teachers with

valuable information in constructing teaching material for learners of English as

asecond ot foreign language. ･
                                                   a      Table 1 The Nine Taxonomies Used as･Stimuli

Superordinate Basic level Subordinates

Musical

  i nstru ment

Fruit,

Guitar

fi ano '

Drum

Apple

feach

No iibi ol ogi cal t axono mi es

     R)1k guitar

     Grand piamo

     Kettle drum

     Ielicious apple

     Fteestone peach

.Classical guitar

UPright piano

Base drum

Mackintosh apple

aing peach
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 Clothing

 Fkrniture

 Vl)hicle

      .
     '

Tree

Fish

Bird

       RScMms# i:kimaJsc¥blza*eet '

          '

Grapes Concord grapes
Hammer･ ･ Ball-peen hammer

Saw Hack hand saw
Screwdriver Phillip's Screwdriver

Pants ''･ Levis -
Socks Knee socks ,.
Shirt Dress shirt
'l)able '"' Kitchen table'

Lamp .' Floor lamp
Chair Kitchen chair
Car . Sports car'
             City busBu$

'Ittick. ' Pick up.truck ''
                           .      -
     '                 '
        Biologica! taxonomies

Maple Silver maple
Birch River birch
Oak White oak
Bass S'ea bass
axout Rainbow 'trout
Salmen' - 'Bluebacksalmon

Cardinal Easter cardinal '
Eagie             Bald eagie

Sparrow thng sparmw

ag21M 1984'

     Green･seedless grapes

     Claw hammer

     Crossy-cutting hand saw

     Regular screwdriver

     1X)able knit pants

    Ankle socks

    Knit shirt -
               '
   ' Dinining 'room table

   ' Desk-lamp

    Living room chair

    Four door sedan car,

    Cross country bus

    Tractor-trai1er truck

    Sugar maple

    White birch
  ''' Red oak -

    Striped bass

    Steelhead tront

    Chinook salmon

    Grey tailed cardima1 ,･･

    Golden eagle -
    Field sparrDw

1'

        aFtom Rosch et al. i976:3gg '
                    '
                                                                '2. Verbs: ask aftdi teU :. ,. ,.,,, i..
  ･ Tell seems to be learned before ask, E.Clark(1973) argued that an over--

exteE}sigfi phenemenen could be seen in the acquisition of the relational terms
like mere and less,same and di]ferlant ,'before and after which were d;'scussed

abgve.$he･ states ihat the meanings of the positive term,s like more,before,

etc. afe eyerextended te cover the negative terms like less,di]Ylare.nt;-etc.,and ･

tkat it i$ the meaning of the overextended term that the child acquires fiist.

in addltieR, ghe regard$ the acquisition of the meaning of asle and tell as an
example ef gverextpasie". $he cite$ the research of ChomsicY(1969) that studied

chilc]tsetis (aged s;g te ls;e) cemprehen$ien bf the English verbs promise; ask,

leET wl''itk cgmplement structures-. Chem$ky fcund' that,in sev,eral sentence forms,

g.g. Ask/;Ell x what ftame it is, Ask/Tell what to feed the''doll,

£ke ckfkif-g'fi intefpreted･ash a$ if it meant tell, while respQrxiing

                                    --- 2g -F
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correctly to the inst!uctions involving tell. The Chomsky's findings

sugges'ted that the acquisition of knowledge about the complements
with these verbs was affected by a lack' of childrerfs syntactic knowl--

edge. However, Clark presented a different interpretation of Chomsky's data

on ask and 'tell in teTms of semantic features. Her semantic interpretation of

the results is that ask has some additional properties which tell does not,

i.e. the meaning of ask involves "the reques.t feature and also the allocation gfT

roles"(E. Clark 1973:98). She argues that tell is overextended to cover ask

and that the meaning of ask is differentiated fram that of tell when the seman-

tic features of ask are acquired. ･Thus, the acquisition of the verbs ask and

tell appears to be affected by 'semantic complexity principle:the greater the

semantic complexity' of the word is, the later it is 'acquired. '
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